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All Stars Clear Isolate Whey Protein 390g can  
 

ALL STARS CLEAR ISOLATE WHEY
PROTEIN - the fruity protein drink with 20g
protein - a summery protein shake made
from high-quality whey protein isolate,
ideal mixed with water. Perfect as a
source of protein after training or simply as
a snack to supplement your daily diet.

 CHF 32.90  
      

      

ALL STARS CLEAR ISOLATE WHEY PROTEIN - THE FRESH PROTEIN DRINK FROM
SWITZERLAND WITH 20 G PROTEIN PER PORTION - a summery protein shake made from high-
quality whey protein isolate, ideal mixed with water. Perfect as a source of protein after training or simply
in between meals to supplement your daily diet - and not just during the summer months.

One serving, consisting of 24 g of CLEAR ISOLATE WHEY PROTEIN powder and 400 ml of water,
provides around 20 g of protein for less than 100 kcal. This shake offers a complete amino acid profile,
including BCAA, is low in lactose, fat and carbohydrates (less than 0.5g and around 1g respectively) and
contains no added sugar. Ideal for light summer cooking or during a diet or definition phase. The powder
can also be used to enhance the taste of neutral yogurts and quark.

CLEAR ISOLATE WHEY PROTEIN from All Stars is produced from whey protein, similar to
conventional whey protein. It undergoes special processes that make it a particularly pure and high-
quality protein. It is very low in lactose, well tolerated, high in protein (usually over 90%) and has a
comprehensive amino acid profile. Its low fat and carbohydrate content makes the isolate powder the
ideal companion for any diet.

The CLEAR ISOLATE WHEY PROTEIN is particularly appealing due to its fruity taste, which invites you
to mix it with water. Like all proteins, whey protein isolate promotes muscle growth and maintains
muscle mass, is quickly absorbed by the body and is quickly available to the muscles.

WHY CHOOSE A CLEAR ISOLATE WHEY PROTEIN SHAKE - A shake of CLEAR ISOLATE WHEY
PROTEIN powder and water makes a refreshingly fruity drink. It is the perfect choice for anyone looking
for an alternative to the traditional, milky protein shake. The Clear Isolate protein shake provides your
muscles with plenty of protein, is easily digestible thanks to the isolate and is low in calories. It can be
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an ideal supplement to your protein supply, especially in the summer months, and provides a
comprehensive supply of all essential amino acids.

20g protein per portion
low lactose content
low fat and sugar content
easily soluble

Recommended dosage:
Mix 24g powder (1 scoop) with 400ml water in a shaker. Enjoy your CLEAR ISOLATE shake for
breakfast, as a snack or after training.

Packaging unit: 360g can
Flavors: Ice Tea Mango Peach, Fresh Cherry, Green Apple, Cola Lemon
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